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Subject: Marshfield Scituate Shellfish Growing Area Closures  

 

Memorandum 

For the last three years the USFDA has been critical of aspects of DMF’s shellfish growing area 

classification program.  This is accomplished through annual Program Element Evaluation Reports 

(PEER). The National Shellfish Sanitation Program (NSSP) is a product of the Interstate Shellfish 

Sanitation Conference (ISSC), a state-federal-industry partnership which meets every two year to 

promulgate new regulations, and adopt new testing methods and checklists for the harvest, handling 

and processing of all bivalve molluscan shellfish in the US. FDA is responsible for annual evaluations of 

state shellfish programs to verify compliance with the NSSP. 

In particular DMF has been debited in our PEER’s for inadequate sizing of prohibited areas/closed safety 

zones around waste water treatment plant (WWTP)discharges.  The NSSP requires a closed safety zone 

around outfalls, prohibiting the harvest of shellfish within this zone for public health protection.  

Guidance for sizing a prohibited area is a recommended 1000:1 dilution to provide a safeguard against 

human viral pathogens.   

MB5/MB6 - Scituate WWTP 

FDA has confronted DMF with dilution analysis demonstrating that discharge from the Scituate WWTP is 

less than the guidance stated 1000:1 dilution line within the North and South River estuary complex, 

DMF designated shellfish growing areas MB5 and MB6.  Both areas/rivers are particularly shallow 

providing less than the optimal dilution for virus concentrated in waste water effluent. 

DMF has committed to leaving MB5 and MB6 closed until a dye study or alternative dilution analysis can 

be conducted.  DMF has requested technical assistance from the FDA to conduct a hydrographic dye 

study with the hope a small portion of one of these areas could be managed for shellfish harvest in the 

future.  Certainly, we disagree with FDA as to the risk shellfish consumption presents to recreational 

harvesters even while we disagree with their dilution analysis methodology and conclusions.  Our 

routine sampling of both areas/rivers for decades demonstrates the water quality of the area meets 

Approved/clean standards, the operation of the WWTP is more than protective of public health and the 



areas could continue to sustain safe shellfish harvesting. We also realize that without these areas 

Marshfield has no recreational harvest opportunities and Scituate few.   

DMF will continue to press FDA to accept an alternate dilution analysis and/or shellfish harvest 

management scheme which would allow for continued harvest opportunities.  MB5 and MB6 are 

seasonally closed at the present time.  November 1 is the typical beginning of recreational harvesting 

which will not happen this year.  Enforcement may be problem.  DMF will coordinate with the Shellfish 

Constable and the Office of Law Enforcement to strategize control and patrol.   

MB2 – Marshfield WWTP  

FDA has had several concerns regarding the Marshfield WWTP impacts to the MB2 receiving waters.  

First their dilution analysis indicated the existing closed safety zone was inadequate in size, not meeting 

their calculated 1000:1 dilution line.  DMF adjusted the closed safety zone to meet these concerns.  Next 

FDA insisted we establish a conditionally approved area around the closed safety zone out to a 

theoretical 100,000:1 dilution line.  Managing a conditional area potentially impacted by a WWTP outfall 

requires monthly sampling, establishment of a conditional area management plan, MOU’s with the 

municipality and DMF.  Through mandatory dealer reporting we determined the area had not been 

commercially harvested in at least three years and five years or more. Apart from small pockets of 

shellfish in the nearshore,  it is a surf clam dredge boat harvest area.  As evidenced by the lack of routine 

harvesting we determined it would be easier and simpler to reclassify the entire shellfish area MB2 to 

Prohibited and Closed to Shellfishing,  to avoid the difficulties inherent in management plans/MOU’s 

and extra sampling.   

 

Unfortunately for these issues DMF has been deemed in non-conformance and threatened with 

sanctions without further corrective action.  As a member and signatory of the ISSC, Massachusetts is 

committed to remaining in compliance and conformance of the NSSP.  Were the Commonwealth cited in 

non-conformance, sanctions could be levied up to and including embargoing all bivalve shellfish exports.  

This would not be an area ban but rather state-wide for all molluscan shellfish.  We are continuing 

discussions with FDA specialists and researchers for any solution to provide harvest opportunities 

however limited in these areas.  
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